
Iphone App Development For Online Job Portal

Our Client :
Client is an owner of a consultancy firm based
on Netherlands, who comes up with a rough
idea to build a native iPhone app for managing
employer/recruiter and job seeker.

Challenges :
Build the application UI which is look very
visually attractive (eye-catching).
To use relational and complicated data in
iPhone.
Ability to capture image/video/doc file and
transfer it to backend server.
Dynamically populate data on map for map
view.
To manage huge data of employer/job
seeker with multiple relations.

Our Solution :
Yashco provides a strong architecture design
for application which is very feasible to end
user. Yashco implements accurate application
flow which client is looking for. There are some
distinctive features of the product which is
developed by us on iPhone are :

Implement Intuitive sliding UI with the help
of iPhone SDK.
Employer/job seeker use same application
with different credentials and both are sync

up data with each other.
Relational data for the application using
Mysql database.
Implement Apple map for populate dynamic
data on map view.
Web services are using Mysql database to
serve data to application.

Benefits Delivered :
The new product is far superior in many ways
like:

Relational database to maintain multiple
relations between tables.
Follow MVC structure of iPhone for reduce
code redundancy and development time.
Implement Sliding UI using SDK for good
look and feel.
Implement web services using PHP and
Mysql which is very light weighted.

Technologies :
Objective C
Xcode
Mac OS
iPhone SDK for sliding UI (RESideMenu)
Web services using PHP and Mysql

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact us

 USA : +1-614-467-4600

 INDIA : +91-731-470-1974
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